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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1.1 1609 3 0.9 4 76.1 99.1
1.2 1620 3.3 0.8 4 82.7 99.8
1.3 1611 3.8 1.8 6 63.1 99.2
1.4 1613 4.1 1.9 8 50.8 99.3
1.5 1566 3.6 2.4 8 45.1 96.4
1.6 1597 4.2 2.6 10 42.4 98.3
2 781 9 4 20 44.9 48.1
3 345 8.6 3.9 20 43 21.2
4 554 8.2 3.9 20 40.9 34.1
5 458 10.1 4.4 20 50.7 28.2
6 760 12.7 4.1 20 63.3 46.8
7 419 10.9 4.3 20 54.6 25.8
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Line

Line

Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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US Trade deficit by Year
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Discuss whether “spending less on defence and more on both improving America’s 
crumbling infrastructure and boosting spending on education and training” (lines 
15-16) will be enough to reduce the US trade deficit. [10]

$ Billions

1 6

Figure 2





Sticky Note
Overall there was not enough written on how the deficit will fall as a result of both policies and not enough evaluation. Another evaluation point was needed.Total 5 marks.

Sticky Note
Some evaluation here worth 2 marks.

Sticky Note
Here is a decent explanation of how these policies in general will raise productivity and lead to lower prices and through improved competitiveness improve the trade deficit. Ideally infrastructure and education should have been dealt with separately. 3marks.







Sticky Note
A useful and clear diagram which is referred to in the answer.



Sticky Note
Overall this was a decent answer but brevity let the candidate down and reduced the final mark.

Sticky Note
Some good evaluation points but not really developed enough to gain top marks.

Sticky Note
A link is shown between how the policies will increase productivity, lower costs and thus lead to lower prices of exports. More detail was needed though as infrastructure needed to be dealt with separately to education and training.







Sticky Note
Good evaluation.

Sticky Note
Good links to the trade deficit. It was important in this question for candidates to show how the trade deficit could improve if these supply side measures were introduced.



Sticky Note
This  is  a  very  good  answer  as the  candidate  looked  at  the effects on the trade deficit of both higher spending on infrastructure as well as education and training. Evaluation was integrated into the answer and well developed in the main. This was a top mark answer.

Sticky Note
Evaluation.

Sticky Note
Evaluation.
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SECTION B

Answer one question from this section.

2. ‘LIVING WAGE’ £7.65 PER HOUR OUTSIDE LONDON

Explain why the equilibrium wage rate for some jobs is below the national minimum 
wage. [8]

2 1





Sticky Note
The candidate did not develop the answer further as to what exactly might be the cause of low demand and high supply in a labour market. This meant that the answer was only level 1.

Sticky Note
General comment that low demand and high supply in a labour market could lead to very low wages. Low skills being mentioned means that this paragraph is worth 2 marks.

Sticky Note
Diagram worth 1mark as it shows the understanding of the equilibrium wage being below the national minimum wage.







Sticky Note
The diagram here is worth 1 mark as it shows an understanding of the equilibrium wage being below the national minimum wage.



Sticky Note
This is a level 2 answer mainly because both points referred to high supply in a labour market with nothing about low demand.

Sticky Note
Low skills means high supply and thus depresses wages. The example is not perhaps the best because bricklayers need skills and may well involve a college course. 2 marks.

Sticky Note
This paragraph does not contain anything relevant to the answer.

Sticky Note
High supply caused by EU migration depresses wages. A good example used and worth 2 marks.







Sticky Note
High supply from migration with an accurate integrated diagram. The candidate could have mentioned EU migration as an example. 3 marks.

Sticky Note
Good introduction here.

Sticky Note
The diagram is worth one mark for showing an understanding of an equilibrium wage below the national minimum wage.



Sticky Note
Overall this is a very good answer gaining full marks. Diagrams were well used and both the demand and supply side of the labour market was looked at. A level 3 answer.

Sticky Note
A well integrated diagram to show the effects of falling demand for labour on wage rates. 4 marks.

Sticky Note
Good reference to derived demand for labour.
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SECTION C

Answer one question from this section.

7. POUND SET TO FALL AS TRADE DEFICIT WIDENS

[8]

Discuss whether a sharp fall in the value of the pound will be beneficial for the UK 
economy. [12]

7 2







Sticky Note
Positive impact on employment and output.

Sticky Note
Integrated relevant diagram.

Sticky Note
How does the balance of payments improve?



Sticky Note
Overall a level 2 answer with 6 marks for 'beneficial' to the economy - trade deficit/employment/output/living standards plus the diagram.Only one mark for evaluation. The answer is far too brief and undeveloped in places to push it any higher than level 2.

Sticky Note
Hot money outflows has to be linked to causing damage the economy.

Sticky Note
This last paragraph does not contribute much. The question tells the candidate that the fall in the pound is sharp although the other points may have had value if they had been properly explained.

Sticky Note
Some evaluation here.







Sticky Note
Benefits to the UK tourist industry. 2 marks.

Sticky Note
Evaluation - higher import prices push up inflation (cost-push). 2 marks.

Sticky Note
Improved balance of payments and increased FDI recognised. 4 marks.



Sticky Note
This is a good answer but there is not enough evaluation for it to gain top marks. As it stands the answer is worth 10 marks and is a level 3 answer. Another valid well explained evaluation point would have given the candidate 12 marks.

Sticky Note
Increased employment and as a result increased tax revenues. 2 marks.









Sticky Note
Relevant well integrated diagram.



Sticky Note
Income elasticity for many imports may be elastic rather than inelastic.

Sticky Note
Good evaluation on the recession in exports markets in Europe.

Sticky Note
Very good evaluation on the demand pull and cost push effects of a depreciation of the pound.



Sticky Note
Other factors affecting economic performance considered.

Sticky Note
This is a very good answer and is worth 12 marks top of level 3. Unlike many answers the candidate wrote in more detail on why the fall in the pound would possibly not benefit the UK economy. This was quite acceptable as long as there was suitable evaluation.
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Question Answer 
Mark 


allocation 
Assessment 


objective 


1 6 Discuss whether “spending less on defence and more on both 
improving America’s crumbling infrastructure and boosting 
spending on education and training” (lines 15-16) will be 
enough to reduce the US trade deficit.  
 


Yes it will reduce the deficit (up to 6): 
 


Improving US infrastructure (Max 5) can improve the US trade 
deficit by: 
 


Encouraging inward FDI/higher domestic investment so that more 
products are made domestically instead of imported/more can be 
exported. (1-2) 
 


Better infrastructure will allow businesses to be more 
productive/transport goods more easily/reduce costs therefore 
making US firms more competitive, higher quality and increasing 
X/reducing M.(1-3) 
 


Spending on education and training (Max 5) can reduce the trade 
deficit by: 
 


May raise productivity/quality, reducing unit costs/improving value 
added and therefore making US firms more competitive, increasing 
exports and reducing imports. (1-3)  
 


May allow the US to produce goods and services domestically that 
might otherwise have been imported, reducing imports. (1-2) 
 


Reducing defence spending can reduce the trade deficit by (Max 4): 
 


May reduce demand for imported components such as steel, 
electronics and so on. (1-2) 
 


May lead to redundancies in the military-industrial complex, 
increasing unemployment and reducing imports. (1-2) 
 


No it will not be enough to reduce the trade deficit (up to 6): 
 


Improvements in productivity may not be enough given low-cost 
competition from abroad. (1-2) 
 


The US recovery, once it begins may suck in imports faster than 
exports can compensate. (1-2) 
 


Risk of government failure in infrastructure spending/training and 
education, meaning that the policies are ineffective.  (1-2) 
The US economy isn’t the only one making supply side reforms - 
the changes may only be sufficient to stop the deficit from rising 
further.(1-2) 
 


The global economy, especially the euro zone, is performing poorly 
meaning that even if the policies have an impact, exports may still 
not rise. (1-2) 
 


Rising employment might raise spending and lead to a rise in 
imports. (2) 
 


Max 2 in total for any of the following: 
 


Supply side policies take time to take effect (explained (1) so 
therefore the trade deficit may only begin to fall in the long run/not 
fall in the short run. (1) 
 


Other factors affect the trade deficit such as the exchange rate and 
if these are moving in an adverse direction, the deficit may still not 
fall. (1-2) 
 


Depends on how much the changes are. (Max 1) 
Appropriate well integrated diagram use up to 2 marks. 
Max 6 without evaluation. (Reversible answer) 


10 AO1 2 
AO2 2 
AO3 2 
AO4 4 
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Section B 


Question Answer 
Mark 


allocation 
Assessment 


objective 


2 1 Explain why the equilibrium wage rate for some jobs is 
below the national minimum wage. 
 


Supply is relatively high (max 6 including diagram): 
 


Low levels of skill/training are needed. (1) Therefore supply 
will be high at any given wage rate (or equivalent) because 
anybody can do it.(1) 
 


Low levels of formal qualifications are needed. (1) 
Therefore supply will be high at any given wage rate (or 
equivalent) because anybody can do it. (1) 
 


Clampdown on benefits etc. (1) may have led to an 
increased supply of workers into low skilled jobs. (1) 
 


Inward migration from the EU (1) has increased supply 
more in some sectors than in others, some of these are in 
low wage jobs. (1) 
 


Use of diagram or otherwise to explain why these will push 
down the equilibrium wage. (up to 2) 
 


Demand is relatively low (max 6 including diagram): 
 


Demand for some jobs is falling (1) because workers are 
being replaced by technology (supermarket checkout 
operators etc.). (1) 
 


UK recession has caused falling demand for goods and 
services (1) reducing the derived demand for labour. (1)  
 


Demand for some jobs is highly elastic. (1) Because 
markets are highly competitive/workers are easily 
substitutable,(1) which prevents the equilibrium wage from 
being high.(1) 
 


Use of diagram or otherwise to explain why these will push 
down the equilibrium wage. (up to 2) 
 


Minimum wage factors (max 2) 
 


Minimum wage has been rising in recent years (1) much 
faster than inflation since it was first introduced in 1999 
from £3.60/hour. (1) 
 


Black market factors (max 3) 
 


Illegal immigrants are unable to work within the normal 
employment market (1) they are unprotected by the law (1) 
therefore they can be exploited by employers. (1) 
 


Weak trade unions (max 2) 
 


8 AO1 3 
AO2 3 
AO3 2 
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Question Answer 
Mark 


allocation 
Assessment 


objective 


7 2 Discuss whether a sharp fall in the value of the pound 
will be beneficial for the UK economy. 
 


Beneficial (up to 8): 
 
Cheaper exports and more expensive imports should lead to 
a rise in the value of exports and a fall in the value of imports. 
As a result the trade balance should improve. (2) 
 
Lower export prices make UK goods/tourist destinations more 
price competitive thus raising demand/employment and GDP. 
(2) 
 
Higher import prices reduce imports benefiting home 
producers in terms of employment/profits/output etc. (2) 
 
Buying assets in the UK is cheaper (1) and thus FDI may 
increase raising AD (1). 
 
Profits made overseas by UK firms increase in terms of 
pounds (1) explained. (1) 
 
Well integrated AD/AS diagram on either side. (2) 
 
Not beneficial (up to 8): 
 
If the demand for imports is price inelastic, then the value of 
imports might actually rise, which is quite likely for commodity 
imports such as oil etc. (2).  
 
Likewise, exports might not rise if export markets are in 
recession etc. (2)  
 
Export/Import sales might not respond to lower price in the 
short term because of pre-existing contracts, loyalty and non-
price factors. (2) 
 
Max 4 for: 
 
Rising import prices may drive up the costs of UK 
manufacturers and final goods (1) hence causing cost push 
inflation within the economy (1) and offsetting some of the 
benefits of the weaker pound (1) causing job losses in import-
dependent sectors. (1) 
 
Possible risk of demand pull inflation as a result of rising 
exports (1) but max 2 in total for understanding that inflation 
will rise through C push or D pull. Up to 2 further marks for 
understanding why inflation might be undesirable. 
 
OR   UK firms dealing with overseas travel by UK citizens 
suffer (1) due to expensive foreign holidays driven by the 
weaker £ (1). 
 
Reversible answer. Maximum 8 without evaluation. 


12 AO1 3 
AO2 3 
AO3 2 
AO4 4 
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